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The University and Qatar Wrong Time and Place
No university can become or

remain great ifit is not interna-
tional. I am a strong advocate

of globalizing UNC-Chapel Hill, and I
commend Chancellor James Moeser
for his recent efforts to expand the
University’s international programs.

I have strong reservations, however,
about the wisdom of UNC establishing
a business school in Qatar. Among my
strongest concerns are the following.

First, the Middle East is politically
volatile and will remain so for years to
come. Qatar, a tiny state smaller than
Connecticut, is surrounded by countries
that are either hostile to the United States
or harbor groups dedicated to harming
Americans. Qatar’s largest immediate
neighbor, Saudi Arabia, is politically
unstable and marked by growing popu-
lar disaffection with the royal family and

significant support for terrorist groups.
Instability is growing in Egypt, Kuwait,
and other countries in the region. Until
some of the most complex and danger-

world? Many of those in the Middle
East who are vehemendy anti-American
are not uneducated people. Osama bin
Laden is a college graduate, and his clos-

transferring American institutions to
other countries and cultures had litde
positive impact. The best projects were

those that built indigenous capacity to
educate and offer services in ways that
were compatible with local cultures.

Fourth, though the regime in Qatar is
relatively moderate compared to others
in the region, it stillrules autocratically,
does not allow freedom of assembly, has
been criticized by the State Department
for its unwillingness to address human
rights abuses and suppresses other civil
rights. Although the emir has authorized
a parliamentary system in two years, it is
unlikely to affect his family’s political
control over the country it has ruled
since the late 1800s. UNC must protect
its integrity and reputation inpursuing
international opportunities.

Fifth, Iam concerned about the

regime’s motivations for invitingUNC
and other American universities to set up
campuses in Qatar. Last year die emir
gave an interview for an article in The
New Yorker that cited him as a modern-
izing force in the Middle East. He openly
admitted that his strategy was to align
closely with the United States and Britain
for protection and for that reason he was

interested in attracting American and
British investment and institutions.

This “American shield” strategy may
be the reason the government is so intent
on bringing in American institutions
rather than building its own educational
capacity with foreign assistance. And it
may explain why the sheika (one of the
emir’s three wives) is in such a rush to get
American universities into the country. I
do notbelieve UNC should be selling its
reputation and presence to become part

of the Qatar regime’s American shield.
Finally, Ihave strong doubts that a

UNC business school in Qatar is sustain-
able in the long run. Though a few facul-
tyhave said they are willing to teach
there, how will the UNC-CH-Q campus
be staffed after the first years? WillUNC
become a franchise operation in which
we lend our name to a campus staffed by
hired hands?

Asa strong advocate for international-
izing UNC and its business school, I
believe there are far better opportunities
for our students and faculty in other parts
of the world. Qatar is simply the wrong
place at the wrong time.

Dennis A. Rondinelli is a professor of
management at Kenan-Flagler Business
School. He can be reached at

RondineD@bschool.unc.edu.

ous uncertainties in the
Middle East are resolved,
locating UNC personnel
in Qatar at a distincdy
American institution
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est associate is a medical
doctor. Many leaders of
extremist factions in
Middle Eastern countries
are also well-educated.

poses significant long-term risks.
Second, other than the potential for

large amounts of money, it is difficult to

understand UNC’s strategic purpose in
pursuing the Qatar project The main
justification that I have heard is that
UNC can help “win the minds of the
Islamic world.” Atbest, this is naive; at
worst, it is arrogant How will a UNC

mini-campus educating 25 or 50 or even
100 children of the wealthy, elite families

in Qatar win the minds of the Islamic

Third, while Ibelieve that broad-
based education will have a strong role
to play in the future of the Middle East,
I am convinced that transferring a UNC
campus to Doha to support an autocrat-
ic regime is likely to aggravate more dis-
affected people in the Islamic world
than win them over. Before coming to

UNC Ispent more than 20 years advis-
ing U.S. and international aid organiza-
tions. I, and many of my colleagues,
came to the conclusion that simply

p
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Qatar Proposal Professor
Says It's Not About Money
Going into Qatar would be one of the best things UNC

could do right now. We in Chapel Hill teach at one of
the world’s finest universities. Our undergraduate busi-

ness program consistendy ranks among the top five in the
country, and that is why Qatar approached us. Ifwe proceed,
we willjoin Cornell University, which has agreed to establish a

to a recent U.S. State Department report, the Qatar press
has been “essentially free ofgovernment interference” since
censorship was removed in 1995. A1 Jazeera, the Qatar TV
network, has shown remarkable independence in its broad-
casting. While it has annoyed Americans with its interviews
of Osama bin Leiden, it has equally infuriated almost every

medical school in Qatar, in implementing an

historic vision. Qatar seeks to establish a world-
class education city that will attract students
from throughout the Middle East -and later the
rest of the world -to study. Ican think of no

more noble enterprise than joiningCornell in
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government in the Middle East with its inter-
views of Israelis and Americans.

In a region not noted for devotion to human
rights, one should hardly be surprised that
Qatar has not attained the same freedom that
we enjoy in the United States. But the most

developing high-quality education in this troubled region.
Ifwe support the values of tolerance, diversity, merit-

based enterprise, separation of church and state, democracy,
and free speech, we should leap at this opportunity to expose
students throughout the world to these values. Those of us
who believe in the marketplace of ideas relish the prospect of
undertaking a dialogue on the best approach to organizing a
just society. We no longer have the luxury of ignoring the
world outside of our borders; we must engage it

What about the risk? At this point, there are no “safe”

places on the planet. As we allknow, the most dangerous
location on Sept. 11 - far more than teaching in Qatar -was

sitting at one’s desk in New York City. That said, itwould be
naive to suggest that there are no risks in Qatar. Although
Qatar has avoided most of the terrorism that plagues the
Middle East, this history may not be a good guide for the
future. Certainly, the visibility that would surround an

American-based educational enterprise might draw unwel-
come attention from those who wish us ill.This, however,
provides a reason for caution, not retreat

Moreover, here’s the critical point Anyone who dislikes
risk need not participate. Teaching in Qatar will be entirely
voluntary. As I write this, thousands of American soldiers are

fighting to defend our freedom and values. Surely, those facul-
ty at UNC who wish -on a monstrously smaller scale ofrisk
- to go to Qatar to promote the values that our soldiers are

defending should be permitted, indeed encouraged, to do so.

How about human rights in Qatar? The picture may not

be perfect, but it’s not terrible either. Qatar maintains (out-
side of Israel) the freest press in the Middle East. According

recent State Department report on Qatar indicates no politi-
cal killings, no politically motivated disappearances, no tor-

ture, no abusive prison conditions and no political prisoners.
What about the status of women? Unlike many other

countries in the region, Qatar women face no restrictions on

driving, working or dress. Ifwe proceed with this venture,
female students will have the same opportunities as male
students. In fact, there willbe more women than men in our

classes. In short, compared to many of the other countries
with which the U.S. does business, Qatar seems quite mod-
erate. Ifwe think they should do better on human rights, we

should challenge them, not ignore them.
Finally, there’s the money. Qatar is a wealthy country, and

UNC stands to receive an infusion of cash ifit does this deal.
The money is nice because it means that N.C. taxpayers will
not foot the bill. I see no evidence, however, that money has
led the university to explore this initiative. I’ve listened careful-
ly to Chancellor James Moeser, and I’m absolutely convinced
that for him, money is simply an enabler, not the motivator.
Frankly, I’mdeeply saddened by the attacks on his motives.

We have an historic opportunity to advance our values
and to engage the citizens ofthe Middle East in a debate
about those values. Ifwe believe that reasoned discourse is
better than bullets, bacteria and bombs, we should go to

Qatar. As Mark Twain wisely observed, “Soap and educa-
tion are not as sudden as a massacre, but they are more

deadly in the long run.”

Bob Adler is a professor at Kenan-Flagler Business School.
He can be reached at Adlerß@bschool.unc.edu.

Chancellor Invites Input on Qatar
To become the nation’s leading

public university, Carolina must

be a world university with an
international presence that provides
students livingin a global economy
with international experiences.

That is our vision. Itis critical to

understand a proposal to offer our
undergraduate business degree to 25 stu-

dents in the tinybut progressive Middle

lished carefully -with safeguards
addressing understandable concerns

ranging from academic freedom to

safety -and only after careful review.
Such responsible analysis is occur-

ring. I have identified several criteria to

assess this proposal. They range from
ensuring that offering the degree would
enhance UNC’s mission to examining
the compatibility of it with Qatar’s

a Gulf region in which many neighbor-
ing countries are repressive and do not

want to educate their people. Many of
us talked to Americans who love living
and working in Qatar. At least one U.S.
executive told me he would retire there
instead of accepting any new job assign-
ment. Both the trip and these interac-
tions were brief but generated enthusi-
astic support for exploring the program.

To leam more, anew Web page
(http://www.unc.edu/chan/ qatar)
details information including the crite-
ria, the recent trip, and program curric-
ula developed in Kenan-Flagler and
arts and sciences. Discussions continue
this week. Student government and
Faculty Council will hold fomms for
students and the general faculty. All
business and arts and sciences faculty
have been invited torespond to an
anonymous, electronic survey to gauge
views about the program and then-
willingness to teach in it. I will share
those results with faculty leaders before
the general faculty meeting.

Ultimately, I shall make a decision
either to more forward with the Qatar
proposal or not. In doing so, I plan to

carefully weigh what we saw and heard
inDoha and the views within the cam-

pus community. And I will, ofcourse,
consult with our trustees. As we contin-
ue weighing the merits, I want to
assure this community that maintain-
ing the high and proud standards asso-

ciated with a UNC degree is para-
mount to my own decision-making
process. We would move forward only
ifthe program would help advance the
university’s mission. That should be
the litmus test.

James Moeser is the chancellor of
UNC-Chapel Hill.

Eastern nation of Qatar in
that context. World
events have crystallized
the importance of
American engagement in
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goals for educating its cit-
izens. Among the most

important criteria are

that we maintain control
over all aspects of pro-

places like the Middle East Sandy
Berger, President Clinton’s national secu-

rity adviser, made that point eloquendy
last week. He called the Qatar proposal
exacdy the type of initiative needed from
our nation’s academic community.

Expanding our international reach is
a priority <ofdie Carolina First fund-
raising campaign. Alumnus Alston
Gardner justmade a remarkable $lO
million gift to that effort. It will bring
future speakers like Berger, as well as

enable students and faculty to study
worldwide and improve their under-
standing of global economies, politics
and cultures. For example, 25 under-
graduates will study at the National
University of Singapore.

The Qatar proposal follows a similar
path of partnerships that have engaged
us in places like Mexico, where we col-
laborate with a top technology univer-
sity, and Chile, where we are part of an

international consortium building a

cutting-edge telescope. Ultimately,
every Carolina student should be able
to have an international experience.

Carolina needs a presence in impor-
tant regions like the Middle East to be
a leading university. It must be estab-

gram quality - including setting admis-
sions standards, hiring and evaluating
faculty and ensuring protection of acad-
emic freedom and adherence to our

nondiscriminatory policies and prac-
tices. The Qatar government’s private
foundation that is initiating partner-
ships with UNC and other leading U.S.
universities would bear all costs associ-
ated with operating the program.The
benefits back to UNC should include
providing additional resources to

strengthen academics in Chapel Hill
and expanding our ability to provide
students with educational opportunities
here and abroad, faculty with research
opportunities not otherwise available,
and faculty and students with the
chance to conduct public service in an

international context.
Campus input is critical. Earlier this

month, I invited interested faculty from
the Kenan-Flagler Business School and
the College of Arts and Sciences to trav-

el to Doha at the Qatar’s Foundation’s
expense to leam more. More than 50
faculty, administrators, trustees and oth-
ers made the trip and learned about the
dreams the Qatar government has for
building a model educational system in

Student Input and Awareness
Of Qatar Proposal is Integral
Have you heard of the Middle

Eastern country of Qatar? We
didn’t think so.

It might surprise you that the pro-
nunciation of “Qatar,” a tiny speck of a

country in the Persian Gulf, has
become a hot topic of conversation in
the hallways of South Building, the
chambers of the Board

the entire world’s demand for more

than 200 years. The country’s progres-
sive attitude, combined with its pro-
foundly deep pockets, have inspired
Sheikha Mouza Bint Nasser Al-Misnad,
the Emir’s wife and head of the Qatar
Foundation, to formulate a plan to

bring Western education, ideas and
diplomas to this minis-

cem in the wake of the Sept. 11 terror-

ist attacks. There are also more basic
concerns about globalization and the
philosophy of our University. Is a satel-
lite campus in Qatar in line with our

mission to serve the people of North
Carolina? Should we be selling the
UNC “brand name” to the highest bid-
der, even as we protest the branding of
our own campus by Nike and
Wachovia?

What’s even more troubling is the
lack of student involvement in these
decisions.

One week ago, the Elmir invited top
UNC faculty and administrators on an

all-expenses-paid trip to Qatar so that
they could get acquainted with the
country. Yet when student government
suggested that a student or two go
along to ask questions from a student
perspective, we were coldly rebuffed.
Not a single student -not even the stu-
dent body president, a voting member
of the Board of Trustees -was

involved in the trip or any of the pri-
vate administrative discussions that
have taken place so far on this. The
reason: It wasn’t yet a student concern.

But that’s going to change -we all
have the opportunity to step up to the
plate right now. On Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. in Gerrard Hall, student govern-
ment and the Campus Y will host a

student forum on Qatar. The chancel-
lor willbe there to present the propos-
al, along with many leaders from the
administration and the faculty who will
share their perspectives on Qatar.
They’re here to listen to you, so don’t
let them down. Come find out about
Carolina’s potential neighbors in the
Middle East.

Justin Young is the student body
president and can be reached at
jcyoung@email.unc.edu. Rudy

Kleysteuber is the student body vice
president and can be reached at
rudyk@email.unc.edu.

of Trustees and the class-
rooms of the Kenan-
Flagler Business School.

And considering that
this Middle Eastern
desert emirate could be

Justin Young and
Rudy Kleysteuber
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cule oceanic kingdom.
Qatar’s latest educa-

tional target is none

other than our Kenan-
Flagler Business School.
Some time in the last

the next proud owner of a UNC-
Chapel Hillcampus, we thought we’d

give you some background knowledge
to work with.

Qatar, in a nutshell:
Location: A small finger of land pro-

truding into the Persian Gulf, immedi-
ately northeast of Saudi Arabia.

Land area: smaller than the state of
Connecticut.

Population: 700,000 inhabitants
(slightly more than Wake County), a

majority of them immigrant workers
from neighboring countries.

Government: Traditional monarchy.
The emir is Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa
al-Thani.

Languages spoken: Arabic, English.
Dominant ethnicities and religions:

Arab, Pakistani, Indian, Iranian; Islam
dominates.

Notable university degrees offered:
M.D. from Cornell Medical College;
bachelor of fine arts from Virginia
Commonwealth University College of
Design Arts; possibly a 8.5.8.A. from

UNC-CH-Qatar.
Whoa there! Did you see that right?
Maybe we should back up a step

and explain one more thing.
In addition to being one of the more

progressive Middle Eastern states,

Qatar is pretty wealthy. In fact, the
country has enough natural gas to meet

year, UNC administrators were
approached by the sheikha with an

offer they couldn’t refuse: a boadoad of
money if they would offer UNC’s
8.5.8.A. diplomas from a Qatar cam-
pus.

The deal has some benefits. First off,
it will hopefully bring UNC millions of
dollars in a management fee. And in
addition to providing for better cultural
and intellectual exchange, the move

should dramatically increase Carolina’s
international visibility and presence.
And finally, sending our faculty (and
hopefully students) to the Middle East
will give us not only a better perspec-
tive on understanding cultural differ-
ences but willgive UNC an opportuni-
ty to promote our own ideas and civil
rights standards.

But although Qatar may be one of
the more progressive of the Middle
Eastern countries, that doesn’t neces-

sarily mean the country is a perfect fit
for UNC. Concerns stem from a lot of
unanswered questions regarding free-
dom of speech, freedom ofreligion,
and a range of other potentially unfore-
seen issues that come about from the
interchange of two varying cultures.

Protecting the safety and security of
both the Qatari students and the UNC
professors who would be teaching
them has become a paramount con-
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